In this paper, we present a stochastic geometry-based analysis for the coverage probability of multitier heterogeneous networks employing interference coordination for non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA). Two basic and conventional interference coordination alternatives; strict fractional frequency reuse (FFR) and soft frequency reuse (SFR) are analyzed, and their performance gains on different instances are illustrated. Coverage probability analysis has been extended to that of spectral efficiency for a fair performance evaluation between different FFR methods. The analysis covers both open-access networks with micro-and pico-cells, and closed-access networks with femto-cells. For heterogeneous networks, NOMA is observed to achieve better spectral efficiency than OFDMA, while OFDMA provides better coverage. Both analysis and numerical results reveal that strict FFR provides better coverage while SFR provides spectral efficiency advantage in open-access. However, strict FFR outperforms SFR for both measures in closed-access networks.
for OFDMA-based networks, FFR methods improve the performance of the edge users for fair spectral efficiency enhancement as shown in [9] . Conventional FFR methods are based on grouping users as interior and edge depending on their distances, as in [10] , where user grouping method is an important problem that can provide additional capacity gain, as shown in [11] . In this regard, stochastic geometry has emerged as a powerful tool to statistically analyze the network performance under different ICI scenarios. Analysis of different FFR methods is presented in [12] for homogeneous OFDMA-based networks and for heterogeneous networks in [13] where the results reveal performance improvements in both open-and closed-access networks. Since the introduction of these fundamental concepts a large body of paper has been published on stochastic geometry based analysis of various networking scenarios under different topologies and communication constraints (e.g. energy efficiency consideration as shown in [14] ).
For a brief review of how stochastic geometry is used to analyze wireless network, we refer the reader to [15] [16] [17] . In summary, joint utilization of ICI coordination (ICIC) efforts in the form of FFR methods and a multi-tier heterogeneous network topology has been proven to result in significant improvements in the coverage area and rates observed in OFDMA-based networks.
On the other hand, future 5G and beyond forecasts envisioning significantly larger number of devices and higher data-rates inspire researchers to find ways to provide more users with better coverage and higher throughput. As shown in [18] , multi-user information theory shows that OFDMA is not optimal in general and spectral efficiency can still be increased by the superposition coding. Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has emerged as a promising alternative to increase the spectral efficiency by the transmission of overlapping non-orthogonal signals [19] , [20] . Besides frequency and time multiplexing, NOMA provides scheduling among different overlapping signals and facilitates potential simultaneous transmission to/from different users.
NOMA approach provides potential increase in the total capacity and the number of simultaneously communicating users. However, the edge users (those close to the coverage boundary) are affected by higher interference, compared to OFDMA, as the signal of the interior users are affect interfere their signal. This ambiguity increases both the importance of the interference management and the need to provide fair performance to edge users [21] . Moreover, heterogeneity of the network makes interference management a more complicated design problem for both open-and closed-access networks. Therefore, the coexistence of NOMA and FFR methods becomes inevitable in practice to provide fair service to all users. For this reason, in this paper we consider a NOMA-based heterogeneous network topology employing FFR-based ICIC methods and provide a coverage and throughput analysis using the stochastic geometry approach. In the sequel, we outline our differences from previous work in this area and also highlight our contributions.
A. Related Work
By the introduction of NOMA to heterogeneous networks, non-orthogonal signals from different sources can co-exist in the same spectrum band. NOMA can be implemented in various ways with alternative methodologies as summarized in [22] . Our work is based on the powerdomain NOMA where every downlink spectrum band is utilized by multiple signals with different transmit power levels. A system level simulation of power-domain NOMA with long-term evolution (LTE) adaptive modulation coding scheme is evaluated in [23] where NOMA provides a 30% performance improvement compared to the standard LTE.
Multiple overlapping non-orthogonal signals create new design constraints for scheduling and power allocation. An early work on NOMA [24] presents proportional fair scheduler for optimal, fixed, and fractional transmission power allocation methods. For the scheduling part, the distance of the user from the serving base station is an important criterion for the performance of NOMA system. In [25] , the authors present closed-form solutions to the power allocation problem and propose a low complexity algorithm for user selection at the scheduler depending on the channel quality index. In [26] , another closed-form solution is presented for the power allocation problem depending on the user data-rate and total power requirements of NOMA base station to meet all user demands. Energy efficient power allocation is considered in [27] , while inter-subband power allocation for NOMA is presented in [28] . An alternative solution to enhance the edge user performance, inter-user cooperation with NOMA method is presented in [29] which extends the base station coverage area.
From the stochastic geometry perspective, the outage probability and the asymptotic ergodic capacity of a single NOMA base station is presented in [30] . This analysis also presents an important rule between power levels of non-orthogonal signals to avoid outage probability to become one. An extensive analysis of successive interference cancellation (SIC), which allows efficient demodulation of non-orthogonal signals, is presented in [31] which points out that users with low data-rate demands increase the total bit-rate performance for NOMA systems. Another work provides the stochastic geometry analysis of a two tier network [32] , which includes multiantenna macro cells and NOMA small cells. Multi-cell scenario is crucial in NOMA systems for the improvement of the edge user performance. As suggested in [21] , neighbor cells may jointly transmit, dynamically switch connectivity, cooperatively schedule or align interference to provide better performance to edge users. As cooperative NOMA is a potential application, the authors of [33] analyze potential coverage gain from the joint transmission of multiple NOMA cells and optimal power allocation by stochastic geometry. Although cooperative NOMA improves the channel conditions of the edge users, it takes the advantage of idleness of the neighboring base station, so it reduces overall spectral efficiency.
Even though the performance enhancement of FFR in OFDMA-based systems is revealed by a variety of papers, NOMA-based FFR is not analyzed in detail in the literature to the best of our knowledge. Comparing NOMA to OFDMA, the interference observed by the edge users is higher due to the lower level interference from the serving base station. Therefore, FFR methods are promising alternatives to improve the edge-user performance, especially for large number of connected devices. In an early work on NOMA-based FFR [34] , an adaptive FFR scheme is presented in a NOMA-based homogeneous network by simulation results. However, the potential implementation of NOMA-based networks is envisioned for dense heterogeneous networks. In heterogeneous networks, both open-and closed-access alternatives are possible commercial NOMA implementations, and the stochastic geometry is a powerful tool for a detailed performance analysis.
For both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks, numerical observations reveal that NOMA provides spectral efficiency benefit over OFDMA, where OFDMA achieves better coverage probability. We conclude that the optimization of power levels is essential to achieve distinct spectral efficiency advantage of the NOMA over OFDMA. The numerical results also indicate that the SFR-NOMA coexistence provides improved spectral efficiency, especially to the edge users, while strict FFR-NOMA provides better coverage in the open-access networks. However, in the closed-access networks, strict FFR-NOMA is observed to have advantage in both coverage and spectral efficiency due to its robustness to high interference.
B. Contributions
In this work, we present a stochastic geometry analysis of NOMA-enabled heterogeneous networks employing well-known ICIC approaches. The detailed contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows;
• We present an extensive analysis for NOMA-enabled heterogeneous networks which contain micro-, pico-, femto-cells, where the coverage probability is derived for both openand closed-access properties. Notice that both the theoretical derivations and simulations results of this paper are extended from our earlier work [35] with a more comprehensive framework. For the access property of the users, a fair abstraction of the mathematical model is derived which allows all later derivations to be applicable for both open-and closed-access.
• The analysis is also extended to that of spectral efficiency under the same NOMA-based heterogeneous cell topology, which measures the probability of the satisfaction of data-rate demands of the users. As in the case of coverage probability analysis, closed-form analytical solutions are derived for the spectral efficiency expressions.
• Joint use of ICIC implemented by two conventional and well-known FFR approaches (strict FFR and SFR) and NOMA is considered in multicellular and multi-tier heterogeneous networks. In this regard, this work extends the tractable stochastic geometry analysis framework of [12] and [13] for homogeneous and heterogeneous OFDMA-based networks, respectively to NOMA-based heterogenous networks. Since NOMA-based topologies are envisioned to be among the key technologies to realize the 5G and beyond forecasts, this work presents key insights on the potential benefits or drawbacks of NOMA in realistic network environments.
• The analytical and simulated performance results of this work provides a set of tradeoffs between NOMA-and OFDMA-based heterogeneous network deployments under ICIC and open-and closed-access considerations. It also provides an insight on the areas of improvement and the parameters to be optimized for better coverage probability and rates.
C. Organization
In the rest of the paper, the mathematical system model for the NOMA-FFR is presented in Section II. The user grouping schemes are provided in Section III. The coverage probability analysis is shown in Section IV. Spectral efficiency is provided in Section V. Parameters of the analysis and numerical results are revealed in Section VI. Lastly, concluding remarks and future directions are given in Section VII. 
where P n+1 k > P n k for all power levels where k is the index of connected base station tier (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) and n is the index of the power level (n = 1, 2, . . . , N k ).
As there are more than one alternative to the downlink transmit powers, there exists different signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) definitions. SINR values for all LP-group users are written as
where
As shown in Fig. 1a , the low power signals can face interference from both in and edge-regions.
Hence, the interference in strict FFR, I
sF F R k
, is the combination of the interference of in region,
, and the interference of edge-regions, I
E,sFFR k,l
. For the rest of the parameters, h and g i,j
are power values of the fading channel gains, r 0,j and r i,j are the distances to the serving and i-th interfering base stations of tier j, respectively, σ 2 is the noise power, α is the pathloss exponent, and δ i,j is binary random variable which becomes 1 with 1/∆ j probability for frequency reuse.
Throughout this paper, the channel is considered to be Rayleigh fading. However, the analysis can be extended to any other channel model by using the appropriate cumulative distribution function (CDF) and Laplace transform (LT) of the power gain of the channel [36] . Comparing edge-with in regions in Fig. 1a , the users at edge-region receive edge interference from only their own tier with a reuse factor, while the users at the in region receive interference from all of the base stations. Moreover, the SINR values of the highest power level HP-Interior and HP-Edge users are given as
for k = 1, 2, . . . , K where only difference from the original strict FFR is the additional interference from superposition of lower power signals of the serving base station
B. NOMA -SFR
In contrast to strict FFR, SFR facilitates frequency reuse while all bandwidth is actively allocated to the users for all power levels. The downlink service quality of the HP-Edge group users is enhanced by using higher transmit power, P
, as shown in Fig. 1b . Similar to its general use, each base station tier makes intra-tier frequency reuse of edge resource blocks in the highest power level. In SFR, there is no subband that is dedicated for a tier. Hence, the relationship between the transmit powers in SFR becomes
Contrary to strict FFR, the interference does not differ statistically by usage of either interior and edge resource block regions. The SINR value of users served with n-th power level of k-th tier is given as
for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and n = 1, 2, . . . , N k where
which consists of interference from all of the base stations. δ i,j = 1 binary random variable provides extra interference of edge signal of the SFR by 1/∆ j probability. The equation above is valid for HP-Interior users as Ψ
k , but not for HP-Edge users. On the other hand, HP-Edge group users has advantage of higher transmit power without interference increase, and their SINR is given as
III. USER GROUPING As mentioned in the previous section, a user can receive service from a variety of base stations and bandwidth groups. The users can be grouped according to their received power [37] , SINR [12] , or distance to the serving base station [6] . In this work, we consider user grouping depending on the average reference signal received power (RSRP) of the user due to its wide usage in practice [38] . As there is a variety of signal types with different transmit powers, it is feasible to do user grouping depending by RSRP, which can be written as
where P k is the downlink reference signal power of k-th base station (k = 1, 2, . . . , K).
A. Choice of Base Station Tier
For the choice of the base station type, a user may prefer to connect to any base station with the highest average RSRP in open-access, or may choose a base station from a pre-defined tier k * in closed-access. These two alternatives cause statistical difference in the tier-probability, serving base station distance and the lower bound of the interfering base station distance.
1) Open-Access:
For the open-access tier selection, a simplified version of the probabilistic derivations in [38] can be used. In this work, tier specific biasing and varying tier pathloss exponents are neglected to maintain the scope on NOMA and FFR and the equations below can easily be extended with the presence of those factors. The connecting probability of a user to the k-th tier is given by
As open-access is available, the distance from the user to any interfering base station of tier j is lower bounded by
where j = 1, 2, . . . , K and k is index of tier of the serving base station. Besides, probability density function (PDF) of the distance to the serving base station, r 0,k becomes
2) Closed-Access: For the closed-access, the user is only allowed to connect one of the tiers (k * ) and is exposed to the interference from all other tiers. Hence, the tier selection is not probabilistic and is defined as
for k = 1, 2, . . . , K. As the user does not intend to connect to the tiers other than k * , the interfering base stations from other tiers can be located anywhere. Hence, the lower bound of the distance to the interfering base stations for closed-access can be written as
where j = 1, 2, . . . , K. Lastly, the distance between the user and its k * -th serving base station is given as
which is the same as the 1-tier cellular networks, given in [36] .
B. Choice of Power Level and Interior/Edge
After a user selects its base station tier and connects to a base station, it reports its RSRP measurement to the base station. In practice, FFR methods make use of this measurement to assign the users to edge or interior resource groups. In this paper, we consider the same user grouping scheme with N k thresholds, γ
Constellation of the thresholds and choice of power level is summarized in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the probability of a user to receive Fig. 2 . Selection of power level group n by average RSRP (Φ k ) where γ 
IV. COVERAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
The coverage analysis of NOMA-FFR coexistence comprises all different kinds of SINR cases from Section II. Taking all cases into account, the downlink coverage probability of a user can be written as
that includes every tier and power level. P n k is coverage probability of n-th power level of k-th tier and changes depending on the FFR type. P
represents the coverage probability of HP-Interior and HP-Edge users, respectively. All of the derivations in this section are valid for both open-and closed-access by the usage of appropriate f r 0,k (r) and z j terms in the equations from Section III-A. Before going through tractable solutions to the coverage probability of strict FFR and SFR coexistence with NOMA, a limitation that ensures non-zero coverage probability is given in [30] such that
for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and n = 2, 3, . . . , N k . The constraint above comes from the case when noise and interference power are equal to zero.
A. Strict FFR -NOMA
The coverage probability of a power level of NOMA entails the joint coverage probability of higher power levels, due to the demodulation order of SIC receiver. Moreover, P n k representation is based on two conditions; choice of tier as κ = k and choice of level. The coverage probability of LP group users served by n-th power level (n = 1, 2, . . . , N k − 1) of the k-th tier base station (k = 1, 2, . . . , K), employing strict FFR and NOMA, is given as
is the LT of interference in strict FFR-NOMA and the integral limits are defined
The derivation of (19) is given in Appendix A. The joint coverage probability of Ψ j k , where j = n, . . . , N k , results in a minimum power difference representation as
which is a positive value as (18) holds. The LT of the interference of strict FFR differs depending on the usage of in or edge-bandwidth groups. Since the choice of bandwidth type is based on bandwidth sizes as shown in Fig. 1a , the LT of the interference becomes
where L I,sFFR k (·) and L E,sFFR k (·) are the LTs of interference experienced by interior and edge users, which are given as
ρ j,k (·) function is given as
where 2 F 1 (·, ·; ·; ·) and Γ(·) are the Gauss hyper-geometric function and Gamma function, respectively.
The coverage probabilities of HP-Interior (n = N k ) and HP-Edge(n = N k +1) are not covered in (19) . As the bandwidth group of HP-Interior and HP-Edge are already known as in and edge-k, their interference LTs are simpler. Hence, the coverage probabilities of HP-Interior and HP-Edge group users of the k-th tier base station (k = 1, 2, . . . , K), employing strict FFR and NOMA, are respectively given as
(·) are as defined in (22) and (23), respectively.
B. SFR -NOMA
Similar to the strict FFR-NOMA, the coverage probability of SFR-NOMA system can be treated as joint probability of higher power levels. Different from strict FFR-NOMA, the last element of the joint probability differs in SFR as HP-Edge users are served with higher power.
The coverage probability of n-th level (n = 1, 2, . . . , N k − 1) user, served with k-th tier NOMA-SFR base station (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) can be written as
where t n k is as defined below (19) and η n k is as defined in (20) . The derivation of (27) is given in Appendix B. While η n k presents power difference in in bandwidth region, the θ n k presents its edge bandwidth region adaptation as
Considering Fig. 1b , the LT of the SFR is the same for both in and edge bandwidth groups as
where ρ j,k (·) is as defined in (24) .
For the HP-Interior and HP-Edge group users, the same interference LT is valid, while their transmit power parts differ from (27) . The coverage probabilities of HP-Interior and HPEdge group users of k-th tier base station (k = 1, 2, . . . , K), employing SFR and NOMA, are respectively given as
where t n k is as defined before and L SFR k (·) is as defined in (29) .
V. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
We consider the coverage probability-based spectral efficiency, as in [39] , for analytical tractability. Fig. 1a and Fig.1b illustrate that the channel bandwidth of each power level differs.
The highest power level divides its frequency bands for HP-Interior and HP-Edge users, so their bandwidths variate depending on employed FFR method. Depending on the FFR method, the bandwidth of n-th power level (n = 1, 2, . . . , N k + 1) of k-th tier base station (k = 1, 2, . . . , K)
From the user perspective, its serving bandwidth depends on the number of users. For the spectral efficiency analysis, average number of users of n-th power level of k-th tier base station is given as
where λ u is the density of users (user/m 2 ). Depending on the average number of users, we define effective bandwidth serving to the user aŝ
where max{·} at the denominator ensures the number of users in a power level cannot be less than one. Even though the serving bandwidth of a user depends on the scheduler preference, we ignore fairness gain of the scheduler for simplicity. Hence, the condition of meeting a user bit-rate demand becomesB
where D u is bit-rate demand of a single user. For the purpose of satisfying the user bit-rate demand, the overall spectral efficiency of the multi-tier cellular environment becomes
VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
A. Parameters
The general parameters used in the analytical derivations and simulations are presented in Table I . The scenario specific parameters are presented in the caption of each figure. For transmit power selection, P n k , we assume the fixed power allocation of [24] , which ensures constant ratio between adjacent power levels as P n+1 k = βP n k for β > 1. Accordingly, the relationship between reference signal power P k becomes
for k = 1, 2, . . . , K. From the equation above, it is possible to obtain power levels P
k by P k and β. The edge power level of SFR is also calculated by adjacent power level relationship as P
The level selection thresholds, γ n k for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and n = 1, 2, . . . , N k , are fairly chosen as user selects each power level with the same probability. By applying equation (16), the power level probability becomes 1/N k as
The choice of the smallest threshold (γ 
B. Results
The results start with comparison of simulation and analytical results for validation. However, the performance of the strict FFR decreases in k = 2 as there are 2 interfering lower levels of serving BS. In this comparison, SFR provides a little improvement in the k = 2, N 2 = 3 NOMA system.
Coverage and spectral efficiency analysis of both OFDMA and NOMA for homogeneous net- works (HomNet) are illustrated in Fig. 4 . OFDMA provides much better coverage probability as the extra interference of lower power level signals does not exist. However, coverage probability does not takes the bandwidth use into account. As NOMA reuses the bandwidth, B, 3-times (by superposition of N k = 3 power levels), it provides spectral efficiency gain. The spectral efficiency gain in Fig. 4b is not significant, as it fundamentally depends on number of power levels and optimal power allocation between levels, which are out of the subject of this work. In Fig. 4a, both FFR methods provides a lesser increase of coverage probability in NOMA comparing to OFDMA due to extra interference. Considering spectral efficiency, strict FFR decreases overall spectral efficiency, since it suppresses some of the bandwidth for frequency reuse. that OFDMA provides a better coverage gain in HetNets comparing to HomNets. In HetNet environment, the total interference is higher due to inter-tier interference and strict FFR is more robust to interference. However, it provides worse spectral efficiency due to smaller edgebandwidth, when there are more than one tiers. The both coverage and spectral gain by SFR is observed to be similar to HomNets. for HP users differ depending on number of base station tiers. The employed strict FFR scheme reveals its robustness to the multi-tier interference. For overall coverage probability in Fig. 6b , strict FFR is observed to achieve better coverage probability for both HomNets and HetNets.
SFR increases the edge performance with the cost of extra interference to all NOMA levels.
This causes SFR to achieve poor coverage performance. However, SFR provides better spectral efficiency as revealed in Fig. 6c , since it uses all bandwidth at HP levels. In the K = 2 curves of Fig. 6c , there exists macro cells (k = 2), so the spectral efficiency cannot be equal to 0 by low density of k = 1 BS's. Strict FFR generally causes better coverage probability, while SFR provides better spectral efficiency for open-access networks. For the closed-access networks, strict FFR provides advantage for both coverage probability and spectral efficiency due to its robustness to high interference.
Besides, it is revealed via both analysis and simulation results that NOMA provides spectral efficiency improvements over OFDMA while OFDMA provides better coverage probability.
The power values of the different levels in NOMA is observed to be vital to achieve significant spectral efficiency gain. Hence, the optimization of power levels is concluded to be essential for further studies. Moreover, heterogeneous networks suffer from superposition of intra-tier and inter-tier interference, where serving base station lower level interference is added in NOMA systems. Although we only cover the fundamental FFR methods, more advanced FFR methods specialized for NOMA are potential future directions that achieve better spectral efficiency gain.
Lastly, another potential future direction of this work would be to incorporate cooperative NOMA approaches as in [30] , [32] and to compare the spectral efficiency in NOMA networks.
APPENDIX A
The coverage probability of a power level should be considered together with higher power levels, because SIC receiver demodulates higher power signals in advance. Therefore, the coverage probability of a power level of NOMA system should be studied as joint coverage probability with higher levels. The coverage probability n-th power level (n = 1, 2, . . . , N k − 1) users of the k-th base station tier, employing Strict FFR, can be written as
α is as initially defined below (19) and η k (·) function is as defined in (20) . In the equation above, step (a) is obtained by CDF of the exponential distribution of h and (b) is obtained by inserting conditional PDF of r 0,k .
The complication of this proof comes from the LT of strict FFR interference, L sFFR k (·). As illustrated in Fig. 1a , a user may be using in or edge-part of the frequency resource blocks.
Depending on the serving part of the spectrum, the statistical behavior of the interference changes.
By (3), LT of the strict FFR interference becomes
where the input argument of the LT functions are intentionally represented as sr α for latter simplifications. While the user gets service as HP-Interior from k-th tier, the LT of the interference for "in" region can be written as where step (f ) is obtained by LT of exponential distribution of g i,l /g i,j and mean value by δ i,j , step (g) is calculated by PGFL of PPP [36] , and ρ j,k (·) is as defined in (24) .
APPENDIX B
The coverage probability in SFR differs depending on the serving bandwidth group. As HP-
Interior and HP-Edge users are served with different transmit powers, the coverage probabilities of LP users also has a minor difference through being in in or edge. This difference is introduced to the analysis with 1/∆ k and (∆ k − 1)/∆ k probabilities, which correspond to the sizes of in and edge bandwidths in Fig. 1b . With regard of in and edge difference, the coverage probability of n-th power level (n = 1, 2, . . . , N k − 1) user, served by k-th tier base station, employing SFR, can be written as [36] , and ρ j,k (·) is as defined in (24) .
